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Activist Group Wants Biden Admin. “Task Force” to Tackle
“Trans” Murders — All Based on a Lie
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As the statist-controlled federal government
burgeons and blows money, opportunities
abound for activists to turn their passions
into programs and policy. And now one “civil
rights” group wants “a cross
agency/department national task force
responsible for ending” what it calls “the
epidemic of murders against the
transgender community.”

This is despite the fact that according to a
report, “transgenders” are more likely to kill
than be killed. They’re also, the report
stated, less likely to be murdered than the
general population.

The current call to big-gov action is made by the National Black Justice Coalition (NBJC), an 18-year-old
entity mainly concerned with advancing the sexual devolutionary agenda but which bills itself as “a
leading civil rights organization.”  

“With at least four transgender people murdered in the last weeks, and at least twenty-three
transgender people murdered so far this year,” wrote the NBJC in an e-mail to media, the organization
“is sounding the alarm and demanding urgent federal action to investigate these killings and protect
people in the transgender community.”

As remedy, the NBJC calls for the Biden-Harris administration to create the aforementioned “cross
agency/department national task force.” It also wants Congress to allocate more funds to the
Department of Justice for investigations into the murders of MUSS (Made-up Sexual Status or
“transgender”) individuals and for ensuring that all governmental levels of law enforcement receive
“culturally competent [MUSS] guidance.” Translation: They should be subjected to politically correct
social engineering relating to such investigations.

“This guidance must include updated policies on dead naming, mis-gendering, and picture choices for
community tip reporting in addition to restorative justice sentencing options,” the NBJC stipulates.

“Dead naming” means using the name a MUSS individual had before taking on his opposite-sex
persona; “mis-gendering” is when you correctly identify such a person’s true sex so that a normal
reader or listener can actually know who and what you’re talking about.

The NBJC also presented in its e-mail a list of MUSS individuals recently killed. What it doesn’t provide
are any relevant statistics that might support the hypothesis that there’s an “epidemic” of such killings
or that would illuminate the murders’ actual causes so that correct policy could be crafted.

This is a common strategy today. For example, we’re supposed to believe there’s also an epidemic of
police shooting unarmed black men, and many people polled suppose the number of unarmed black
suspects shot by cops exceeds 1,000 a year. Yet there’s a good reason why mainstream media rarely if
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ever provide the actual figures:

They tend to range from 12 to 27, depending on the year and whose figures are cited.

And it’s hard justifying nation-rending riots causing death and billions in damages with the real
numbers.

But there’s another list relating to MUSS killings, one provided courtesy of a 2020 report. As
WND.com wrote last year, “A new report documents how a … [MUSS individual] in Colorado and a
partner shot nine students at their school, then later claimed the victims deserved it for their
‘transphobia.’” 

“In Maine, a … [MUSS individual] defended the murder of two parents because they failed to ‘accept’
the ‘transition.’”

“And in Maryland, a … [MUSS individual] who also was a mass shooter killed three before using the gun
for suicide,” the site continues.

There are more examples at the website issuing the report, National Justice.

But these are just anecdotes. What do the facts show? Well, as Unz.com wrote last year, while MUSS
activists’ “driving myth is that there is an epidemic of murders targeting them for their stated
‘identities,’” the report states, unmentioned is that not only are MUSS individuals “less likely to be
victims of murder than … women (and far less than men), their small population is well represented
among murderers … and pedophiles.”

“The Human Rights Committee, which meticulously tracks transgender deaths across the country, is
conspicuously not tracking them when they commit crimes,” the report continued. “But in the UK,
analysts found that during the period of … [2008]-2017,” the incidence of MUSS individuals committing
murder was 71 percent greater than the incidence of them being murdered.

There’s a growing number of examples of the former, too. Adding to the three cases related by WND,
the report wrote that in “California, a Berkeley … [MUSS] activist was recently slapped on the wrist
with a rarely granted insanity plea for stabbing two women, one to death,” while a MUSS individual in
Texas “beat a baby girl to death and is facing the death penalty.”

Unz.com asserted that the true scope of MUSS individual violence is obscured because the mainstream
media often omit mention of perpetrators’ MUSS “identity” unless doing so is unavoidable or serves
sexual devolutionary ends. In fact, since the media’s common practice is to use MUSS individuals’
“preferred pronouns” (e.g., “she” to reference a man claiming womanhood), it sometimes can be hard
discerning the actual sex of the individual in question, especially for a casual news reader.

Do note that the U.K. analysis the report cites is based on a low numbers of subjects, seven MUSS
individuals in Britain who’ve been murdered versus 12 who’ve committed the crime during a 10-year
period. But this isn’t surprising. MUSS individuals are a minuscule percentage of the population.

So perhaps more significant are FBI statistics the report related. They show that “Americans are victims
of homicide at a rate of about 5 per 100,000,” the report tells us. “For men, the number is 6.6 per
100,000 and for women, 1.8.”

Yet according to sexual devolutionary activist groups, 24 MUSS individuals were “killed in 2019 out of a
population of 1.4 million, making their homicide rate 1.7 out of 100,000 — less likely to be killed than
the average woman,” the report also informs.
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The report correctly points out that this is especially striking given the high-risk lifestyles MUSS
individuals tend to live, “and the fact that many of them are black men living in zones with murder rates
far above the national average,” according to the report.

(That said, another possibility is that the MUSS population isn’t as high as the activists claim.)

“For example, 11% of transsexuals are involved in the risky world of prostitution, compared to 6% of
average Americans,” the report continued.

Despite these data, sexual devolutionary activist groups such as the NBJC tend to imply that MUSS
individuals not only constitute an inordinate number of homicide victims, but that they’re also being
killed because of their MUSS status.  

The reality: There appears to be no evidence supporting the narrative that MUSS individuals are more
likely to be murdered, but some indication that they’re more likely to be murderers. Moreover, for
certain is that when they are killed, it’s not usually because of their MUSS.

None of this is surprising. Troubled people — and MUSS individuals thus qualify — are more likely to
get into trouble. For this reason, if activist groups really cared about sexually confused Americans, they
wouldn’t advocate changing bodies and society to conform to MUSS delusion. They’d focus on changing
the minds of people suffering with that delusion.
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